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Abstract—Insufficient steel quality in mass production can
cause extremely costly damage to tooling, production downtimes
and low quality products. Automatic, fast and cheap strategies
to estimate essential material properties for quality control, risk
mitigation and the prediction of faults are highly desirable. In this
work we analyse a high throughput production line of steel-based
products. Currently, the material quality is checked using manual
destructive testing, which is slow, wasteful and covers only a tiny
fraction of the material. To achieve complete testing coverage
our industrial collaborator developed a contactless, non-invasive,
electromagnetic sensor to measure all material during production
in real-time. Our contribution is three-fold: 1) We show in
a controlled experiment that the sensor can distinguish steel
with deliberately altered properties. 2) During several months
of production 48 steel coils were fully measured non-invasively
and additional destructive tests were conducted on samples taken
from them to serve as ground truth. A linear model is fitted to
predict from the non-invasive measurements two key material
properties (yield strength and tensile strength) that normally have
to be obtained by destructive tests. The performance is evaluated
in leave-one-coil-out cross-validation. 3) The resulting model is
used to analyse the material properties and the relationship with
reported product faults on real production data of approximately
108 km of processed material measured with the non-invasive
sensor. The model achieves an excellent performance (F3-score
of 0.95) predicting material running out of specifications for
the tensile strength. In a second controlled experiment one
coil suspected of material faults was sampled 18 times over
its full length and repeated non-invasive as well as destructive
testing was performed to analyse the relationship between both
measurement types in a situation where also product faults
and problems during production are expected to occur. On this
coil the model predictions demonstrate that material properties
are indeed out of specification near the point for which the
products made from the neighbouring coil exhibited faults during
production. The combination of model predictions and logged
product faults shows that if a significant percentage of estimated
yield stress values is out of specification, the risk of product faults
is high. Our analysis demonstrates promising directions for real-
time quality control, risk monitoring and fault detection.

Index Terms—Non-destructive testing, Industry 4.0, Machine
Learning, Smart Industry, Soft Sensor, Predictive Models, Indus-
trial Process Monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

The terms “Smart Industry”, “Industry 4.0”, or “Fourth
Industrial Revolution” [1] have been coined to describe a
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en Investerings Maatschappij (NOM), The Netherlands.

vision that includes a wide range of emerging technologies
that, when used collaboratively, have the potential to contribute
to highly optimized production processes [2], [3]. Several
fields are of central importance in the development of the
so-called Smart Factory, including sensor technology, Cyber
Physical Systems, the Internet of Things, advanced commu-
nication technology, big data analytics, Machine Learning
(ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cloud computing [4],
[5]. Various examples exist in which the successful imple-
mentation of these technologies results in higher efficiency,
better human decision making and less waste [3]. Realizing
the large potential of Smart Industry has been recognized as a
key factor by governments and industries in ensuring economic
competitiveness and sustainability in the next decades.

The main machinery in the production line that we study is a
high-speed stamping press that is able to operate on the strip
steel at a frequency of 180 strokes per minute. It is crucial
that all strip steel that enters the production process is of
sufficient quality. Insufficient material quality results in poor
quality of the final product or expensive damage to the pro-
duction machinery and corresponding production downtimes.
The current quality requirements for the material are given
as upper limits of stress [MPa] of the material properties,
the so-called Upper Specification Limit (USL). Currently, the
material quality is checked by performing destructive tests
on samples of the steel. By means of a tensile test on the
sample, key material properties such as yield strength and
tensile strength are measured. Although the material properties
of the sampled steel can be measured reliably using these
methods, the process is manual, slow, produces material waste
and is only possible to be performed on a tiny fraction.
Furthermore, it is not a solution for detecting changes in
material properties over the full length of a steel coil, because
more frequent sampling slows down production. Destructive
tests are therefore not suitable for continuous quality control
and detecting highly local changes in material properties.

In implementations of soft sensors, easily obtainable process
variables are measured inline, which are converted using
statistical or machine learning models to quantities that other-
wise have to be measured in expensive, time-consuming lab
tests [6]. An important component of soft sensing in smart
industry is Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) [7]. In the steel-
based manufacturing industry, NDT sensors perform contact-
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less and non-destructive measurements on the steel in real-time
and can therefore be used in a high throughput production
line to measure all strip steel that enters the process [8].
By combining the real-time stream of measurements with
appropriate machine learning models, advanced online fault
detection and quality control systems can be developed. For
instance, in settings where temporal patterns are relevant,
Long Short-Term Memory and Gaussian Processes have been
used [9], [10], which can be too computationally expensive
for a high-throughput production line. Latent variable models
have also been used in industrial settings, such as supervised
factor analysis [11] and partial least squares [12]. A successful
implementation of a real-time quality control system leads to
fewer defects in products, improved quality, less production
downtime and less material waste. Furthermore, the real-
time model estimation of material quality from the inline
measurements can be used in the active control of production
parameters, which adapts the machinery settings to be optimal
for the current specifics of the material [6], [11], [13].

In this contribution, we develop a real-time quality control
and fault detection solution for the high-throughput production
line. The measurements are performed at the start of the
production line and exactly at the location where the press op-
erates further down the line. Our contributions are three-fold:
1) A model is developed for estimating material properties in
real-time from the inline contactless sensor measurements. We
use the ground truth material properties of several production
coils to fit the model. 2) The model is used for the early
detection of insufficient material quality. We show a case
where the model estimation of the material properties can
detect faulty material in order to prevent production faults.
This is shown on a coil from a faulty batch of coils that
had already caused product faults. 3) We study the model
estimations on 108 km of processed steel and we link the
model estimations to reported product faults that occurred
during production. These product faults are caused by a crack
arising in the product while in the press and it is hypothesized
that insufficient material quality is one of the causes.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II the relevant
details of the new industrial datasets are introduced. Subse-
quently, in Sec. III the methods used for the analysis of the data
and for the estimation of material properties are discussed. In
Sec. IV we present the results of our experiments and discuss
them in Sec. V. Lastly, the work is summarized in Sec. VI
and an outlook for future work is provided.

II. DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

The production coils of small strip steel are associated with
a “Heat” number, which identifies the specific elements used
in the steel production batch. The NDT sensor measurements
are based on Eddy Currents and the reader is referred to [8]
for details about these sensors. Here, the measurements are
performed at 10 testing frequencies and are denoted by xi ∈
R20. The first half of the components contain the amplitude
gains of each frequency and the second half the phase shifts.
Hence, the amplitude gain and phase shift of measurement
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Fig. 1. Loadings of the first two PCA components computed on the stan-
dardized hard and soft measurements. Only dissimilar variables are labeled.

frequency j are in xij and xi|j+10, respectively. We will also
call individual sensor variables “SV i”.

A. Controlled experiment: measuring modified steel samples

In order to establish an expected lower and upper bound
for each sensor variable, steel created with extreme material
properties was measured with the contactless sensor and
compared to the reference steel. A selection of nine steel
strips was divided into three groups of three. The first group
was modified to be “harder” and the second group to be
“softer”, i.e. towards larger and lower values of yield- and
tensile strength, respectively. The remaining group was left
unmodified to serve as reference material. Twohundred sensor
measurements were taken at the start, middle and end of
the strips. We normalized the original sensor measurements
xi ∈ R20 as follows:

xi :=
xi − PH

10%

P S
90% − P

H
10%

, xi := xi − µR . (1)

where PH
10% ∈ R20 are the 10th percentiles of the values

within the Hard group and P S
90% ∈ R20 are the 90th

percentiles of the values within the Soft group. The vector
µR ∈ R20 contains the means of the reference steel samples
after the first transformation. As the hard strips had lower
measurement values, the transformation (1) is effectively min-
max normalization, with percentiles being estimates of the min
and max. The shift moves the reference material close to zero.

Fig. 1 shows the loadings of the first two principal compo-
nents computed on the standardized measurement data. Due
to large mutual positive correlations between the variables, the
first principal component has large loadings on the majority of
the variables and explains already 86% of the variance in the
data. Combined with the second principal component, which
is loaded mostly on SV 11 and SV 4, 96% of the variance is
explained. Fig. 2 shows the projection of all data points on the
first two principal components. In general, the first principal
component scores separate the different material properties
well. Remarkably, among the points labeled as hard material,
there are two outlier groups of measurements. A tensile test
of the corresponding strip revealed that the strip had similar
material properties to the reference material and therefore this
likely indicates a failure in the modification of this strip.
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Fig. 2. Sensor measurements on steel with different material properties
projected on the the first two PCA components of the standardized data. 15%
of the total number of measurements is shown, uniform randomly chosen.

B. Production setting: continuous measurements in the line

In this section we discuss the dataset obtained to relate the
non-invasive 20 dimensional sensor measurements to material
properties obtained by destructive testing.

1) Sensor data during production: The sensor was in-
stalled at the start of the production line to continuously
measure the production steel coils. This produced a stream
of measurements xi ∈ R20 with a timestamp and the current
steel coil identification. From each coil a variable number
of products is made, thus the range of measurements varies
from a few hundred to tens of thousands of products. In
some instances a production stop caused the sensor to produce
physically impossible values or no values at all. These faulty
measurements were removed from the dataset.

2) Destructive Tensile tests: From 47 selected coils a
sample at the start of the coil was taken to measure material
properties with destructive testing. Three tensile tests were
performed on each sample to measure yield strength and
tensile strength, in the following denoted by “t1” and “t2”.
During the testing period one production coil resulted in
many products with cracks, hypothesized to be caused by
insufficient steel quality. Hence, it was decided that a related
coil from the same heat should be rejected for production
and instead be fully measured by the non-invasive sensor
as well as frequently sampled for tensile testing. In total, at
nine locations distributed over the full length of this coil two
samples were taken for tensile testing. We label this particular
coil as “Testcoil” to distinguish it from the rest of the 47
production coils. Fig. 3 shows the value of sensor variable 17
over the full length of this coil, along with the nine locations
of the samples at which two tensile tests were performed.

Instances of products that contained cracks were logged dur-
ing the months of the experiment. In 17 cases the identification
code could be logged of the corresponding inline measured
material. In 25 cases of product faults that occurred over six
production coils the hour during which a crack had occurred
was logged. We normalized the sensor measurements using
Eq. (1), such that values close to zero indicate measurements
similar to the reference material of the experiment in Sec. II-A.
Furthermore, negative values are closer to the measurements
of the hard material while positive values are closer to the
measurements of the soft material.
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Fig. 3. Blue points: sensor variable 17 measurements made on the testcoil.
Solid orange line: moving average over 50 measurements. Dashed black lines:
locations of the destructive test samples.
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Fig. 4. Material properties t1 and t2 against sensor variable SV 17 for the
42 production coils and the testcoil. Values for t1 and t2 denote the mean of
three tensile tests. Values of SV 17 denote the mean of the first 200 NDT
sensor measurements for the production coils and for the testcoil the mean
around the 18 samples. Standard deviations are on average about two times
the size of the markers. The dashed red line denotes the USL of the respective
material properties.

We standardized both material properties t1 and t2 that
were obtained from the tensile tests on the 48 coils. To relate
the tensile tests to the sensor measurements, the mean and
standard deviation were computed from the first 200 sensor
measurements on the 47 production coils. Coils with less
than 200 measurements were dropped from the data, leaving
42 production coils. For the 18 tensile tests performed on
the nine samples spanning the full length of the testcoil we
computed the mean and standard deviation of the five sensor
measurements in the direct neighbourhood. Fig. 4 shows the
resulting values of the destructively tested material properties
against non-invasive sensor variable 17 for the 43 coils (42
production coils + testcoil, corresponding to 42 tensile tests +
18 tensile tests). The USL of the material properties is marked
in both figures. As can be seen, several points measured on
the testcoil had material properties far exceeding the USL.
The corresponding values for SV 17 were also very different
from the rest. Some production coils slightly exceeded the
USL too. We observe a negative linear correlation between
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Fig. 5. PCA loadings of the NDT sensor variables computed on the
standardized production coil dataset. Only dissimilar variables are labeled.
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Fig. 6. The production coil dataset: Material property t2 against the scores
on the first two principal components computed by PCA on the standardized
NDT sensor measurements.

material properties and sensor measurements. In general, coils
from the same heat exhibited similar material properties and
sensor measurements.

Fig. 5 shows the loadings of the first two principal compo-
nents on the sensor variables, obtained from PCA on the full
20-dimensional sensor measurements. In general, the loadings
and the variation explained by the principal components are
similar to those of the controlled experiment of Fig. 1. In
Fig. 6, the values of material property t2 obtained from the
tensile tests on the samples are shown against the projections
of the corresponding sensor measurements on the first two
principal components. Note that the points with outlier t2
measurements are only separated from the rest of the sensor
measurements on the first principal component. From the
scores on the second principal component the different ma-
terial properties cannot be distinguished. As seen in Fig. 3 the
signal is characterized by a band of values and for the test coil
it exhibited a large transition in the middle of the coil. Because
of the high redundancy of the variables we ranked the quality
of the individual variables by estimating the measurement
noise. The standard deviation between sample number 2000
and 4000 was computed and divided by the total transition
difference of the signal, i.e. for each variable the difference
between the first and last value of the moving average of Fig. 3.
The value of this fraction is shown in Fig. 7 for each variable.
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Fig. 7. The fraction of the standard deviation with respect to the transition
difference in Fig. 3, as an estimation of the measurement noise.

TABLE I
CORRELATION MATRIX: PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS AND MATERIAL

PROPERTIES WITHOUT (LEFT) AND INCLUDING TESTCOIL POINTS (RIGHT)

t1 t2
PC1 0.31 0.42
PC2 0.45 0.04

t1 1.00 0.38

t1 t2
PC1 0.97 0.97
PC2 0.03 -0.01

t1 1.00 0.99

SV 17 had one of the lowest estimated noise values, while
SV 3, 4 and 11 had high estimated noise values. Hence, as
the second principal component was significantly loaded onto
these variables in both datasets, the variance explained by this
component was mainly measurement noise. Table I contains
the Pearson correlation for this dataset computed with and
without the testcoil points. Excluding the testcoil points, the
correlation with the principal components was much smaller,
but still significant.

III. METHODS

The change in material properties is not considered to result
from periodic time variations, but rather local fluctuations
in the production of the steel. The analysis in the previous
sections demonstrates linear correlations and relationships in
our datasets. Therefore a linear model, Partial Least Squares
(PLS), is considered for estimating the material quality and
fault detection.

For PLS regression it is assumed that the data is generated
by a smaller number of latent variables than the number of
observed variables. Let n be the number of data points, m
the number of observed variables and o the number of target
variables. Then for the predictor matrix X ∈ Rn×m, target
matrix Y ∈ Rn×o and assuming k number of latent variables,
the PLS assumption can be written as follows [12]:

X = TP T +E ,

Y = UQT + F ,
(2)

where T ∈ Rn×k and U ∈ Rn×k are the score matrices
containing the scores on the k latent variables for each data-
point’s input and target, respectively. The matrix P ∈ Rm×k

contains the original input variable loadings on the k latent
input variables and the matrix Q ∈ Ro×k contains the original
target variable loadings on the k latent target variables. Lastly,
E ∈ Rn×m and F ∈ Rn×o are the residuals. The optimization
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procedure finds the k latent variables in X and Y that have
maximal covariance. We used the implementation of [14] using
the default optimization parameters. The sensor measurements
xi ∈ R20 are used as inputs and the material properties
yi ∈ R2 as targets. We varied the number of latent variables
k in cross-validation to determine the optimal value. We
evaluated the accuracy of the model using Root-Mean-Square
Error (RMSE) in cross-validation. In each fold of the cross-
validation, one coil was left out for validation and the model
was fitted on the rest of the coils. This is similar to Leave One
Out cross-validation, with the exception of one fold that had
18 datapoints of the testcoil.

Furthermore, we evaluated the accuracy of a binary classifier
that was based on thresholding of the estimated material prop-
erties ŷi ∈ R2 using the USL. We considered the following
three classification rules for classifying a measurement as a
material fault:

ŷi1 > USL(t1) , ŷi2 > USL(t2) ,

(ŷi1 > USL(t1)) | (ŷi2 > USL(t2)) .
(3)

Hence, material is classified as faulty based on the yield
strength and tensile strength individually or based on the
combination. For each rule, it is possible to compute the
precision and recall from the resulting classifications and the
true labels. We also computed F1 and F3 scores. The F3 score
assigns three times more importance to recall over precision,
which is more appropriate in our case: a missed material fault
means that out of specification material goes into production,
which may cause extremely costly damage to the machinery
or low quality products. In contrast, a false alarm results in
minor cost in the form of wasted material that would have
been suitable for production and potentially minor production
delays when the material is removed from the coil.

IV. RESULTS

A. Dataset/Production coils

Fig. 8 shows the average RMSE obtained by the PLS model
in the one-coil-out cross-validation for increasing number
of latent variables k. Upon further inspection we note that
excluding the testcoil points results in by far the highest
RMSE, which is an outlier that is not shown in Fig. 8.
Thus, one needs to ensure that the full range of variation
that is potentially seen in production is included in model
fitting, which might require deliberate creation of undesirable
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Fig. 9. Loadings on the component extracted by PLS of the sensor variables
in X (Left) and the destructively tested material properties in Y (Right).

material. Furthermore, it can be seen that the RMSE does
not decrease significantly by introducing more than one com-
ponent. Hence, PLS optimization determined one component
of the sensor measurements X and one component of the
material properties Y which, due to significant covariance,
could be exploited in the regression.

Fig. 9 shows the loadings of the first PLS component
on the variables, for both the sensor variables X and the
material properties Y . These loadings were obtained from
a PLS fit on the entire dataset (42+18 points). As can be
seen, the sensor variables 5 to 10 and 12 to 20 had nearly
identical loadings on the first component. These loadings
were highly similar to the first principal component from
the PCA of Sec. II. The component extracted from Y had
equal loadings for both material properties. Since the non-
invasive sensor measurements are strongly correlated and one
PLS component is sufficient for the task, the question arises if
similar performance can be achieved by individual variables.

Fig. 10 shows the cross-validation RMSE for linear regres-
sions with the individual sensor variables as predictor along
with the RMSE obtained from PLS. Linear regressions using
one of the higher loaded variables from Fig. 9 had similar
performance as the PLS model. Although differences were
small, the predictions of property t1 and t2 were most accurate
when based on SV 17 and SV 10, respectively. These sensor
variables had low estimated measurement noise in accordance
with findings in Sec. II, Fig. 7. We continued with the PLS
model, as the latent variable is more robust against sudden
changes of the noise pattern in the variables.

Some coils introduce large variations in the material proper-
ties contained in the dataset and the predictions are negatively
affected if the full range is not observed. Fig. 11 shows for
both material properties t1 (top) and t2 (bottom) the PLS
predictions made in the one-coil-out cross-validation against
the target output. Most predictions are within 0.5σ of the target
variables. The points from the test coil in the validation set are
clearly underestimated. However, the USL divides the space
into quadrants that are still mostly correctly predicted despite
the extreme setting: The bottom-left quadrant corresponds
to true negative (TN) out-of-specification classifications, the
bottom-right to false negatives (FN), top-right to true positive
(TP) and top-left to false positive (FP) fault classifications.
For the classification of the datapoints according to the three
classification rules in Eq. (3), the resulting quantities are listed
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Fig. 10. Left: Cross-validation RMSE of linear regression for each sensor variable as predictor of the material properties t1 and t2. Right: Cross-validation
RMSE of PLS with number of components k = 1. Outliers are not shown.
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Fig. 11. One-coil-out cross-validation prediction results of material properties
t1 (top panel) and t2 (bottom panel) using the PLS model with number of
components k = 1.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PLS PREDICTIONS

TP FN FP TN Precision Recall F1 F3

Based on t1 10 7 13 30 0.43 0.59 0.50 0.57
Based on t2 9 0 5 46 0.64 1.00 0.78 0.95

t1 and t2 10 7 13 30 0.43 0.59 0.50 0.57
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Fig. 12. Training fit (model vs. target) of PLS with number of PLS
components k = 1 on all production samples. Left: model vs. target for
material property t1. Right: model vs. target for material property t2.

in Table II, along with the precision, recall, F1-score and
F3-score. The recall of the fault classification based on t1
and the combination of t1 and t2 was only 0.59 and the
corresponding F3-score was 0.57. The results were identical
for these classification rules, because upon further inspection
a violation of t2 was always accompanied by a violation of
t1, but not vice versa. Hence, we hypothesize that the current
USL of t1 is more sensitive than the USL of t2. The fault
classification based on t2 had an excellent recall of 1.00 and a
precision of 0.64. Indeed, as can be seen in the bottom panel
of Fig. 11, the fault classifier did not miss any faults and it
classified some samples that were close to the USL as faults.
The corresponding F3 score was high: 0.95.

Fig. 12 shows the training fit of the PLS model when all
data was included in the training set, which is the same fit of
which the loadings are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the
linear model had a sufficient complexity to fit the data. As seen
from the cross-validation results in Fig. 11, the points from the
testcoil had a large influence on the model fit. We assume in
the rest of the discussion that the weaker linear relationship
observed when excluding the testcoil points is related to the
fact that these points were only in a small value range and had
additional noise caused by the distance between the tensile
test and the sensor measurement. It is assumed that the linear
relationship as observed for the entire dataset generalizes, see
the discussion in Sec. V.



Fig. 13. Estimation of the material properties t1 (left) and t2 (right) based
on the sensor measurements made on the testcoil. Solid orange line: moving
average over 50 values. Solid black line: marks the point at which the related
production coil was removed from the production line.

B. Relation of material properties to known production faults

Besides predicting if the material is out of specification
bounds based on non-invasive measurements we are interested
whether such measures can be related to the occurrences of
product faults recorded during production. The PLS model
fitted on all available data points was used to estimate material
properties from the sensor measurements taken during pro-
duction. Subsequently, the estimations were compared to the
logged faults. As an example case of what can be encountered
in production, we first show the result of the model on the
known suspicious testcoil and then consider the other logged
faults from the rest of production.

1) Testcoil results: In Fig. 13 the model estimations of the
material properties are shown for the test coil. Halfway the
coil, the material properties drifted out of specification. The
point at which production with the related coil was stopped
due to cracks occurring in the press has been marked in the
figure. As can be seen, this is right after the material properties
exceeded the specifications.

2) Production data: In total we got 17 measurement identi-
fiers of strip steel that were linked to faults later in production
and for the rest of the dataset we got hours at which faults
occurred. Of the 17 measurements, there were 12 predictions
by the PLS model that exceeded the USL of t1 and t2. Four
predictions only exceeded the USL of t1 and the remaining
one was within the specifications. However, a large fraction
of the estimated material properties in these coils were out of
specification but not labeled as faults in production as is shown
in Fig. 14. Therefore the question arises if measurements
from predicted material faults that were not connected to
reported product faults could be distinguished from those
related to faults. If this was true a classifier that works on
small sample sizes should distinguish those cases. In order
to test this hypothesis we trained the supervised Generalized
Matrix Learning Vector Quantization (GMLVQ) [15] model
using the implementation from [16] on the 16 labeled sensor
measurements (positive class) and 16 randomly chosen mea-
surements that did not cause faults but also had estimated out
of specification material properties (negative class). Out of 100
random cross-validation splits with 8 samples validation set

Fig. 14. Model estimation of material property t1 for two full production
days. Black stars indicate the model predictions made using the sensor
measurements that were linked to product faults. Solid orange line: moving
average over 50 values.
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Fig. 15. Fraction of out of specification model estimations of the material
properties t1 and t2 for coils with reported faults and without reported faults.

size and training with early stopping, the mean validation area
under the ROC curve was 0.58, which is barely above random
indicating that it could not be distinguished well. This suggests
that the prediction of undesired material properties does not
necessarily cause a fault every time, but rather increases the
risk of a production fault.

As indication of the risk for a fault we computed the fraction
of estimated material properties that were out of specification
for each production coil with at least 2000 measurements
(40 coils). Fig. 15 shows that for the six coils with reported
faults, the fraction of estimated out of specification material
properties was significantly higher than for the 34 coils with-
out reported faults. Especially for t1, the great majority of
production coils without reported faults had a lower fraction
of out of specification t1 than the coils with reported faults.

V. DISCUSSION

From the cross-validated PLS performance, we found evi-
dence that the relevant information about the material prop-
erties was mainly contained in the higher frequency sensor
variables. The latent variables of the sensor measurements
and the targets were linearly correlated. We demonstrated that
the sensor variables had different levels of measurement noise
and that using linear regression with one of the least noisy
variables resulted in similar estimation performance as the PLS
model. Hence, the results are robust with a comparably wide
range of frequencies of the sensor.



The model fitting was heavily influenced by the suspicious
test coil measurements which covered a significantly larger
variety of material properties than the other coils. However,
coils with material properties close to the USL also conformed
to approximately the same linear relationship. Given that the
production coils fell in a small range of material properties,
it is important that such measurements are performed as
accurately as possible. We confirmed that in a number of
cases the sensor measurements showed considerable varia-
tions, hence the distance between the tensile test and the sensor
measurements for the production coils added uncertainty to the
true value of the measurement at the location of the tensile test.
Moreover, the time administration of new coils was not always
exact, such that in a few cases the closest sensor measurements
to the location of the tensile test could not be determined
and the averaging was done over a suboptimal sample. The
accuracy of the the current PLS model can be verified by
additional tensile test samples from the coils in production
and comparing the estimation with the tensile test result.

In the cross-validation the estimations of material property
t2 were slightly better than the estimations of t1. Likewise,
the material fault classification based on thresholding with
respect to the USL had a much better recall for t2 than for t1,
which is a crucial performance indicator in mass production
settings. However, the results showed that the USL of t2 is
less sensitive than the USL of t1. Therefore, when relating
the material specification predictions to actual reported faults
during production, the fraction of violations of the USL of t1
was always large for the coils with reported faults. In scenarios
with a clear drift in material properties, such as the one of the
testcoil, the estimation of material properties from the inline
NDT measurements can prevent material that is far out of
specification from entering the production line in the future. In
these situations the insufficient material quality is most likely
the culprit causing production faults. In more subtle scenarios,
where the estimated material properties were just above the
USL, the production of the great majority of products did not
result in reported faults. Hence, in order to prevent faults in
these situations, it may be crucial to estimate a risk value
of faults given the sensor measurements and raise an alert or
adjust the parameters of the production machinery suitable for
the encountered material.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This contribution discusses an exemplary industry 4.0 case:
the real-time fault detection and quality control in a mass
production line. Material measurements gathered by an NDT
soft sensor were analysed in three scenarios: firstly, measure-
ments taken on deliberately altered material showed that these
modifications can be detected by the sensor. Secondly, a PLS
model was fitted and validated on measurements taken from
several coils in production, after which it was used to estimate
material properties of a suspicious twin to a coil that had to
be removed from production and evaluated with destructive
testing. And lastly an analysis of 108 km of coil encountered
during the full run of this experiment with reported production

faults. We showed the potential of the strategy in preventing in-
sufficient material quality from entering the production line. In
the future, the prevention of these faults could save extremely
high costs due to machinery damage. Furthermore, the material
specification may not always directly lead to faults, but could
have a direct influence on the durability of tooling. We also
demonstrated evidence in preventing the more subtle faults,
by revealing the relationship between large fraction of out of
specification estimations and reported faults. A future direction
is to combine the model estimations and risk determination
with machine parameters, to identify optimal settings for the
specific properties of the material, which has the potential to
widen the material’s specification limits. Further investigations
will incorporate process knowledge, such as the physics of
the sensor, other inline measurements and the interplay of the
tooling with certain material properties for the prevention of
faults.
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